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1. 
This invention relates to flat springs of sinuous 

or similar shape Such as used for seats, backs 
of Seats, flat cushions, etc. Springs of this type 
When attached to or mounted on frame struc 
tures develop in their seating or resting portions, 
particularly when loaded, excessive stiff areas 
and excessive yielding areas, caused by either 
excessive or insufficient bending stresses, the ex 
cessive stiff areas being generally present in 
Springs rigidly secured to a frame structure, and 
excessive yielding areas being generally present 
in Springs pivotally secured to a frame struc 
ture, though both excessive stiff or excessive 
yielding areas may be present in springs rigidly 
Or pivotally Secured to a frame structure. This 
undesired reaction of this type of flat spring has 
partly been overcome by offsetting some of the 
convolutions of the springs with respect to the 
general plane of their seating or resting portions, 
a rather costly and often insufficient procedure 
in manufacturing these flat springs. 
The primary object of the present invention is 

the provision of a flat, Substantially sinuously 
corrugated Or ZigZag Shaped wire Spring in which 
in certain areas of the spring the cross wires con 
necting Substantially parallelly arranged loops 
are spaced differently from the cross wires in 
Other areas of Such Spring to increase and re 
duce in these certain areas the stiffness and yield 
ing action of the Spring and provide for proper 
seating and resting comfort in seat and back 
structures embodying these springs. 

Stiffness and yielding action of predetermined 
areas of flat, sinuously or zigzag shaped wire 
Springs, furthermore, depend on the diameter of 
the loops in these areas, which loops generally 
control the angular relation of the loop-connect 
ing CrOSS Wires With respect to the axis of the 
Sprling. 
Another object of the present invention, there 

fore, is the provision of a flat, substantially sinu 
ously corrugated or zigzag shaped wire Spring in 
which in certain areas of the spring the cross 
wires connecting the substantially parallelly ar 
ranged loops are Spaced differently from the 
CrOSS wires of other areas of such spring, and in 
which in Said certain areas the loops have di 
ameters different from the loops of the other 
areas to control the angular relation of the loop 
connecting croSS Wires with respect to the axes 
Of the Springs, and properly increase and reduce 
in these certain areas stiffness and yielding ac 
tion of the Spring for proper seating and resting 
comfort in seat and back structures embodying 
these Springs. . - 
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In addition, the invention has other marked 

improvements and Superiorities which radically 
distinguish it from presently known structures. 
The improvements or superior characteristics 
embodying certain novel features of construction 
are clearly set forth in the appended claims, and 
several preferred embodiments of the invention 
are hereinafter shown with reference to the ac 
companying drawings forming part of the speci 
fication. 
In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a plan view of a fragmentary portion 

of the seating or resting portion of a wire Spring 
formed from zigzag shaped wire having equally 
sized loops throughout and a portion in Which 
the distance between adjacent loop-connecting 
cross wires is shorter than the distance between 
adjacent cross wires in other portions of the rest 
ing portion of said ZigZag shaped wire; 

Fig. 2 is a plan view similar to Fig. 1 with the 
exception that the diameter of the wire loops in 
the portion referred to above is Smaller than the 
diameter of the loops in the other portions of the 
zigzag shaped wire spring; 

Fig. 3 is a plan view of a fragmentary portion 
of the seating or resting portion of a zigzag 
shaped wire spring, including a portion in Which 
the distance between adjacent loop-connecting 
cross wires is longer than the distance between 
the cross wires in other portions of the resting 
portion of said zigzag shaped Wire Spring; 

Fig. 4 is a plan view of a fragmentary portion 
of the seating or resting portion of a zigzag 
shaped wire spring including definite portions 
in which the distance between adjacent, loop 
connecting cross wires is either shorter or longer 
than the distance between adjacent croSS Wires 
in other portions of the resting portion of Said 
ZigZag shaped Wire Spring; 

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of a Wire Spring 
member embodying a resting Surface including 
a portion having relatively decreased stiffness 
with respect to other portions of the Wire Spring 
member; and 

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a wire spring 
member embodying a resting surface including 
portions having relatively increased and de 
creased stiffness With respect to other portions of 
the Wire spring member. 

Referring now more particularly to FigS. 1 
through 4 of the drawings representing fragmen 
tary sections of the seating or resting portions 
of sinuously corrugated or zigzag shaped wire 
Springs commonly used in back rest and seat con 
Structions for upholstered furniture and automo 
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bile seat structures, reference numeral 2 denotes 
a steel wire bent to sinuous or zigzag shape SO 
that the resting portion 3 of the wire structure 
includes loops 4 extended substantially parallel 
to each other and connected with each other by 
cross wires 5. The thus constructed resting por 
tion 3 (see Fig. 1) which embodies equally-sized 
loops throughout, includes a portion 6 in which 
the distance between adjacent croSS Wires 5' is 
shorter than the distance between adjacent CrOSS 
wires 5 in portions 7 and 8 of resting portion 3 
positioned adjacent to portion 6. As the Spacing 
of cross wires 5’ in portion 6-closer than the 
spacing of cross wires 5 in portions ... and 8 
decreases the relative stiffness of portion 6 with 
respect to the stiffness of portions 7 and 8, proper 
location of portions similar to portion 6 in the 
resting portion of a spring 'structure affords a 
highly practical means to provide for proper Seat 
ing and resting comfort in seat and back rest 
spring structures. 
The seating and resting comfort of the above 

described resting... portion of a Spring structure 
can additionally be improved by decreasing the 
diameter of the loops of the portion 6 so that.the 
cross wires 5’ extend substantially at a right 
angle to the. axis of the resting portion. Such a 
structure is disclosed in Fig. 2 in which the resting 
portion 9 embodies a portion to having a distance 
between adjacent cross Wires shorter than the 
distance between adjacent cross wires in por. 
tions 2 and 4, positioned adjacent to portion 
19, and having loops 5 which are smaller in 
diameter than loops 6 in the portions 2 and 4, 
all for the purpose of arranging the cross wires 
f in portion 0 at a substantially right angle to 
the axis of resting portion 9 and increasing the 
relative length of cross wires with respect to 
cross wires . . to decrease, the torsional resist 
ance of cross wires with respect to the torsional 
resistance of cross, wires '. 

Different spacing of the cross wires of sinuously 
corrugated or zigzag shaped wires can also (see 
Fig. 3) be utilized to locally increase the stiffness 
of the seating portion of a wire structure. In this 
case the resting portion 3 of the wire structure 
includes a portion 7 in which the distance be 
tween adjacent cross wires 8 is longer than the 
distance between adjacent cross wires 8 in por 
tions f9 and 29, positioned adjacent to portion. 

For utmost seating and resting comfort of the 
resting portion of a zigzag shaped wire spring 
structure, different spacing of the cross wires of 
the Spring structure can be used for locally in 
creasing and decreasing the stiffness of the rest 
ing Surface as shown in Fig. 4. In this case the 
resting portion 2 of the wire structure includes 
portions 22 and 23 having a distance between ad 
jacent croSS wires 24 in portion 22 shorter than 
the distance between the -normally spaced cross 
wires 24 of the Spring structure, and in which the 
distance of the adjacent cross wires 24' in portion 
23 is longer than the distance between adjacent 
CrOSS wires 24 in portion 22 and the distance be 
Ween the normally spaced cross wires 24 of the 
Spring structure. 

In addition to a control of seating. and resting 
comfort on the resting portions of zigzag-shaped 
wire spring structures, different spacing of the 
CrOSS Wires of the wire Spring structure can be 
used in the supporting portions of these spring 
structures, which generally support the spring 
structure in elevated position on open frame 
structures or similar devices. This is disclosed in 
the wire Springs shown in Figs. 5. and 6...In these 
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4. 
figures spring structure 25 (see Fig. 5) embodies a 
ZigZag-shaped supporting or resting portion 26 
including a portion 27 with more closely spaced 
loop-connecting cross wires 28 than the normally 
Spaced loop-connecting cross wires 28 of the rest 
ing portion 26, and a portion 29 with more widely 
Spaced loop-connecting cross wires 28' than Said 
croSS swires 28. The thus constructed resting 
sportion has integrally extended from its front end 
a rearwardly and downwardly extended Support 
sing arm 39 which has integrally extended there 
from a forwardly extended arm 3f adapted to be 
“used for securing said latter arm to the front rail 

... of a fraine (not shown) and has integrally ex 
tended from its rear end a forwardly inclined 
Supporting arm 32 adapted to be used for securing 
Said resting portion to the rear rail of a frame 
(not shown). As shown, the rearwardly and 
downwardly inclined extended supporting arm 3 
of Spring structure 25 includes a portion 33 having 
its loop-connecting cross wires 34 spaced more 
closely with respect to each other than the other 
loop-connecting cross wires 331 of said arm to de 
Crease its StiffneSS and increase its yielding ac 
tion, and the forwardly inclined supporting arm 
32 includes a portion 35 having its loop-connect 
ing croSS wires 36 spaced wider with respect to 
each other than the other loop-connecting cross 
wires 36 of said arm to increase its stiffness and 
decrease its yielding action, all for the purpose of 
proper control of the spring structure for proper 
comfort and yielding action under load. 
Spring structure 37 (see Fig. 6). is substantial 

ly identical in general outline with spring struc 
ture 25 with the exception that ZigZag-shaped 
Supporting or resting portion 38, has integrally 
extended from its rear end an upwardly and rear 
wardly extended arm. 39. This spring structure 
includes in the seating or resting portion 38 por 
tions' 40 and 4 having their loop-connecting 
cross wires 42 and 42 spaced differently to in 
crease and decrease stiffness and decrease and 
increase the yielding action in portions 4 and 
4f. In addition spring structure 37 includes in its 
upwardly and rearwardly extended arm 39 a por 
tion 43 having its loop-connecting cross wires 
44 spaced more widely with respect to each other 
than the other loop-connecting cross wires, to in 
crease its stiffness and decrease its yielding ac 
tion. 
The shown and described location of areas...of 

decreased and increased stiffness. and yield in 
sinuously. corrugated a springs...is not necessarily 
restricted to the structures...disclosed and .de 
scribed, same being merely given by way of exam 
ple of the invention. 

Having thus described...my...invention, what. I 
claim is: 

1. An integral, elongated wire spring for seat 
Structures including: a flat, sinuously-corrugated, 
resting ?portion and supporting, means for said 
resting portion - extended from opposite ends 
thereof, 'Said supporting portion embodying suc 
cessive left and right-handed loops connected by 
CrOSS, Wire Inenbers, spaced from each other: a 
predetermined distance-and other successive left 
and right handed loops connected by cross: wire 
menabers. Spaced...from , each other a predeter 
mined distance different from said first distance to provide... a resting portion including-areas of 
different yield to loads placed...thereon. 

2. An-integral, elongated wire spring for-seat 
Structures including. a flat, sinuously, corrugated, 
resting...portion- and supporting means for said 
resting portion integrally extended...from: oppo 
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site ends thereof, said resting portion embodying 
successive left and right handed loops connected 
by cross wire members spaced from each other 
a predetermined distance and other successive 
left and right handed loops connected by croSS 
wire members spaced from each other a prede 
termined distance shorter than said first distance 
to provide the resting portion with a localized 
area, more readily yielding to loads placed there 
on than other areas of such resting portion. 

3. An integral, elongated wire spring for seat 
structures as described in claim 2, wherein the 
more readily yielding area of the resting portion 
is arranged near its rear end portion. 

4. In an integral, elongated wire Spring for 
seat structures, a flat, sinuously corrugated rest 
ing portion and supporting arms for Said resting 
portion extended from opposite ends thereof, said 
resting portion embodying successive left and 
right handed loops connected by CrOSS Wire men 
bers, said corrugated resting portion including 
areas, each of which has its connecting croSS Wire 
members spaced equally from each other and dif 
ferently from the connecting cross wire members 
of other area.S. 

5. In an integral, elongated wire Spring for Seat 
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structures, a flat, sinuously corrugated, resting 
portion and sinuously corrugated, Supporting 
arms for opposite ends of said resting portion in 
tegrally extended therefrom, said resting portion 
and supporting arms including areas each of 
which has its connecting croSS Wire members 
spaced from each other an equal distance dif 
ferent and shorter than the spacing of the Con 
necting croSS Wire members of other area.S. 

WILLIAM. H. NEELY. 
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